The newsletter in entirety provides
a very vibrant picture of
the CIMBAG community by
representing
the
activities
undertaken at various locations
and areas. The presentation of the
articles is also appealing.

in which we can put the alumni news
like promotions, someone’s marriage,
some awards, etc.
We can post the upcoming events,
publish some puzzles/quizzes and
can get the answers from
members by email and win some
prizes for the same. Some useful
information about Icfai University
offered programs/courses can also
help people in their carrier
development.

Position

Company Name

Location

Process Associate

Genpact

Kolkata

Manager – Advertisement

The Printers (Mysore) Private Ltd.

Bengaluru

Associate Vice President – Accounting

Crossdomain Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Manager – Accounts

Jaypee Group Associates Ltd.

Kolkata

Saurabh Jain
MBA (2007), Hyderabad

Head – Central Purchase

Birla Corporation Ltd.

Kolkata

Chief Executive Officer

PNB Investment Services Ltd.

New Delhi

Events featured are good, upcoming
dates of the proposed events can be
published for reference.

General Manager, Manager –
Administration

Coastal Energen Pvt.

Chennai

Besides, the present focus of
newsletter looks absolutely right.
Santanu Das
MBA (2007), Kolkata

Amit Goyal
MBA (2008), New Delhi

Head Marketing, Faculty,
Center Manager

BIFM

New Delhi

Senior Manager – Pricing

Lead Analyst – Pricing

Gurgaon

Receiving CIMBAG newsletter was
a good experience. By the CIMBAG
newsletter we get to know the views
of different alumni and we get to
know the activities that are
organised by various chapters. Also,
it helps CIMAG members know
each other.

Presentation of the magazine is
good, but should add articles based
on current affairs and career
guidance (full time/part time).

Abhishek Industries Limited

Ludhiana

Electronia

Saudi Arabia

Executive, Assistant
Vice–President/Manager/
Dy Manager

Axis Bank Limited

Chennai

AGM–Business Development

Property Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd.

Mumbai

I would like to appreciate Icfai
University for taking such an
initiative which was long
pending. Upon going through it,
I read the profile of our beloved
President of MBA Alumni, Mr.
Ram Subramanium’s which was
very well written. I also read the
profiles of other members of the
CIMBAG fraternity which gave
me insight about different people
doing different courses from Icfai
University to satisfy their
professional and personal needs.

Assistant Manager

Samarth Projects Pvt Ltd.

Lucknow

Senior Executive

H & R Johnson (India) Limited

Raipur

Sales Managers/Channel Managers

Wings Infonet Ltd.

Hyderabad

Manager – Business Development

A Client of RDI India Pvt Ltd.

Delhi

Financial Analyst

Spice Jet Limited

Delhi

Manager Marketing,
Asst. Manager Marketing

Vrinda Nanotechnologies (P) Ltd.

Gurgaon

Business Analyst

American Home Mortgage
Servicing India (P) Ltd.

Pune

Equity Research Analyst

Sharekhan Ltd

Mumbai

Aparna Dutta
MBA (2008), Ahmedabad

All thumbs up to Icfai University
alumni relations team for this
wonderful initiative.

Marketing/Sales – Excecutive

BMK Foods Pvt Ltd.

Noida

LG Electronics India Pvt Ltd.

Pune

I have a few suggestions for the
CIMBAG Times. We can have a section

Piyush Makkar
MBA (2006), Chennai

Area Manager Sales
(Commercial Air conditioner)
General Manager

The Kopargoan People
Co-operative Bank Ltd.

Ahmednagar

It would be great if the
newsletter provides articles on
various relevant issues that
the present fresh MBAs are
facing like “Dealing with a job
market impacted by recession”
and “Career planning tips for
the not s o g o o d e c o n o m i c
condition like this”.

Simit B Damani
MBA (2008), Ahmedabad
I received the CIMBAG newsletter
which you have circulated
recently. I liked it very much. This
initiative from your end is worth
appreciating. I wish loads of
success to the editorial team and
the alumni in the coming days.
Amit Sinha
MBA (2008), Mumbai
The newsletter is absolutely fine,
in terms of content and
presentation. We get to know the
profiles and experiences of the
alumni and it is encouraging to
know that we have such top
ranking
people
as
our
batchmates. Other sections are
also worth mentioning. As a pilot
issue, it is up to the mark.
However, in future, I hope to see
more topics and discussion

forums added to the newsletter
as an integral part of it.
Anindita Saha
MBA (2008), Kolkata
This is a good initiative taken by
the alumni relations team which
helps to keep their CIMBAG
members in touch. And with the
same, CIMBAG members can
know what activities are carried
out in other chapters.
Especially, this newsletter will be
helpful to the freshers with the
interview column. The pages of
the magazine should be increased
and try to conduct more interviews
of alumni which should motivate
freshers.
Informative
and
management-related
articles
should also be included in the
CIMBAG Magazine.

Ms. Shobha Mayank Malani
MBA (2008), New Delhi
It is a good idea to share
experience. Increase the coverage
with more alumni interviews.
Aditya Bansal
MBA (2008), New Delhi

Supply Chain Management,
Information Technology,
HR and Industrial Relations,
Marketing and Sales,
Forex and Finance
Sales Engineer,
Account Manager, Sales

For more details on jobs please log on to the website www.cimbag.org
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This issue also has a new column, “Bookmark” to showcase
literature that has fascinated book lovers looking for
stimulating and incisive reading material.
It’s our endeavor to make CIMBAG TIMES a chronicle of the
personal and professional accomplishments of our alumni. For
this purpose, we invite contributions from you so that there is
a growing value addition to the forthcoming issues.
Until next time…be connected!
- Syed H Maqsood
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This issue contains reports on important events held at our
chapters and committee meetings. The interview column
exposes readers to fresh insights into the fascinating world of
management professionals. The social and family outings
featured in this issue bring out the happy moments enjoyed by
our alumni and their families.
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Editor
E N Murthy

We are thrilled to receive such a warm and enthusiastic response
from you, our readers, to the inaugural issue of CIMBAG TIMES.
We feel encouraged to continue our mission of forging bonds
among our distinguished alumni who now hold positions of
authority in various corporate houses, both within and outside
the country.
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Interview

Vandana Vuthoo
MBA (2006)
Senior Software Engineer
Conexant Systems
New Delhi

Tell us something about
yourself and your family...
I was born and brought up in
Delhi. My parents migrated from
Pakistan to Delhi at the time of
partition. I did my schooling from
Delhi Public School, graduated
from Delhi University and
completed my masters in
computer applications from
Indraprastha University. After
this basic qualification, I got a job
with an Indian Telecom company.
While working, I felt a need for a
management degree and started to
explore various options. After
careful analysis I chose Icfai
University and now I feel it was a
wise decision. I got married in a
Kashmiri family and God has
blessed me with two sons. Since
then I have to juggle between being
a good wife, mother, daughter and
a professional.

neither the number of shipwrecks
nor the severity of the storms. The
only difference is in their
persistence. It takes persistence to
complete the journey.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
Passion, clarity of vision and
persistence.

How do you balance work
and family?

To handpick one is difficult, but I
think it lies in the fact that I am
balancing my profession and home
and still moving ahead. This comes
with constant perseverance and
time management skills.

My mother has always been
working. Since my childhood I have
seen
her
balance
work,
commitments and family. So, the
basic ingredients were implanted in
me since childhood. I try to give
quality time rather than quantity
time to each of my assignments, be
it family or work. I only undertake
those assignments which nobody
else can do. The rest I delegate.

What is success according
to you?

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits?

The difference between those who
succeed in life and those who fail is

Reading books and playing with
my kids.

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
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How has the MBA qualification
helped you in enhancing your
career?
MBA has broadened my thinking
horizon and improved the way I
do things.

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
Be passionate in whatever you
do, set your goals right and work
smart, success will surely
follow. Lastly, if things go wrong
as they will at times, be
persistent and keep trying till
you succeed.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
Reflecting on an unforgettable
experience, I remember being a part
of a youth hostel group, when we
went for a Himalayan expedition.
Hike on the snow peaked
mountains as well as nature study
camp was exhilarating. It was a
good break from the monotony of
urban life.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?

My name is Simit B Damani. I am
36-years-old and I am married to
Jalpa. I have a 8-year-old son,
Raj. We live with my parents. I
work with my father, we have a
factory that manufactures
plastic products that are used in
packing ice cream, oil, foodstuff,
etc. We also have a franchisee of
British Academy, where we teach
IELTS, TOEFL and spoken
English. Jalpa works as a
counselor in the British academy
and my mother is a housewife.

Believe in what you say and should
say what you believe in.

I would like to tell every graduate,
(BCom, BSc, BA) to pursue an MBA
after 2 years of work experience.
It helps in understanding the
subjects better. All must do an
MBA, only then they will
understand the real business
world.

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
Completing MBA at the age of 34,
as I was never good in studies
during my school days.

What is success according
to you?
Fulfilling all your commitments
(social and economical).

How do you balance work
and family?
My family understands that I need
to work to earn and run the
family, and I understand money is
not every thing.

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits?
I love to play cricket and watch
movies.

How
has
the
MBA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?
Doing MBA has given me
confidence to deal with people. It
has provided me with an insight
on how the corporate world
works. It has given me knowledge
on how to deal with the workers
in my factory, their priorities and
other management related issues.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
While
I
was
doing
my
specialization in marketing, I was
interested in advertising and
communication. So I decided to
learn the art of film making. I
joined a 3 month course on film
making in Ahmedabad. After
completion, I made a 10 minute
film, which was selected in the
Film Festival held in Ahmedabad
in April 2008. So, making a film
for the first time and being
selected for the Film Festival was
an unforgettable experience, as it
was “India’s largest short film
festival”.

Simit B Damani
MBA (2008)
Proprietor
Simit Enterprise
Ahmedabad
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Interview

Tell us something about
yourself and your family…

Interview

Tell us something about
yourself and your family…

matters most to us, we can’t help
but be successful.

I am an MBA in Marketing with
BE in Mechanical Engineering,
having 13 years of exposure in
business development, channel
marketing and direct sales
functions at various levels.
Cur rently, I am employed as
Regional Manager in GMMCO Ltd.,
and earlier worked as Area
Manager in Escorts Limited. My
parents have been the greatest
inspiration for my successful
career. My father is a retired
government servant. My mother
is a housewife. I also have two
elder brothers and both are doing
exceedingly well in their
professions. The most important
member of our family is my
grandmother, who has seen the
changing phases of society,
culture and the country for 80
years now.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
My greatest accomplishment in
life is my family and friends:
being a good son in my family and
best friend in my circle, I share
my life with them in all good and
bad situations. I love them and
they are the inspiration for my
growth and success in this world.
They motivate me, keep me alive
and are the source of great
happiness. I have a helping hand
to support me at all times.

What is success according
to you?
Success is the attainment of an
intended goal. In other words,
success is achieving what
one plans to do. When we
consistently focus our energies
and our efforts upon what
6  August 2009  CIMBAG TIMES

Success is the child of drudgery
and perseverance. It cannot be
coaxed or bribed, pay the price and
it is yours. The ability to discipline
and delay gratification in the short
term in order to enjoy greater
rewards in the long term is the
indispensable prerequisite for
success.
Another approach to achieving
success is to stay cool about it.
Just get on with doing what you
think is important and what you
love to do.

Ajay Chawla
MBA (2003)
Regional Manager
GMMCO Ltd.
Ahmedabad

And I strongly believe—try not to
become a man of success, but
rather try to become a man of
value to the society.

How do you balance work
and family?
Efficient use of time helps me
advance at work while keeping me
stress free at home. There are only
24 hours in each day. I try to make
the most of these hours.
Sometimes, I feel like I have more
things to do than the time
available. I list the tasks I must
complete in order of priority and
finish them. Sometimes, if
possible I delegate jobs. It’s much
easier to accomplish tasks if work
is organized.

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits?
Traveling, watching movies and I
am a connoisseur of good Indian
food.

How
has
the
MBA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?
An MBA provides the manager with
tools and skills needed to identify new
opportunities for organizational
success. MBA programs are designed
to make one aware of different
approaches that have traditionally
helped in managing organizational
challenges. An MBA provides a
person with the ability to understand
the nuances of business and the

base your decision on what is ‘hot’
or ‘cold’ at a particular point of
time. This may vary according to
the economic condition of the
country. Remember that boom or
bust, good people always manage
to get jobs. Therefore, it is best to
go in for strengthening your
fundamentals.
Secondly, I would like to advice
students to study with zeal,
irrespective of the subjects they

Success is the
attainment of an
intended goal. In
other words,
success is achieving
what one plans to
do.

dynamics involved in managing it.
As in all careers, there is a flip side
to being an MBA. Though not a
huge deterrent, one should know
about the life of an MBA graduate.
A bit of a reality check here, but the
personal life
of most
MBAs especially during the
formative years in an organization
is extremely hectic. One of the
primary reasons being: high
performance pressure. Most MBAs
are at the helm of affairs for
business concerns involving
decision and policy making that
demands a lot of work.
The
ones spearheading departments are
responsible for what the whole team
does and every decision taken affects

not just you, but often your entire
team and impacts the entire
organization. But then, what’s life
without challenges?

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
My advice to them would be:
never look at how lucrative the
job is. Also do not seek only name,
fame, position and prestige.
Instead, take up something that
is of interest to you. Before you
take up a particular job,
profession or career, make sure it
is something that you are going
to enjoy throughout. If you are
good at your work, money, name
and fame will all come. Also, don’t

choose. Today, every discipline and
subject offers endless opportunities.
It’s up to you, how big you wish to
make it!
And finally, students should also
take good care of their health.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
Life has many unforgettable
experiences. Some are good and
some bad. The best part is every
experience teaches something and
we should take all the learning in a
positive spirit.
I have been traveling in India and
abroad and by God’s grace I have
been exposed to some extreme sides
of life, which has inculcated in me
a greater sense of responsibility and
answerability to the country and
the society.
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Interview

Ashok J Bhat
MBA (2008)
Group Manager
iNautix Technologies
India Private Limited
Chennai

things done. The trusting
relationship I have is helping me
balance work and family.

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits?
Reading is my hobby. I also spend
time watching TV or browsing the
Internet. I go on vacations
periodically which helps me
recharge my batteries.

How
has
the
MBA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?
Tell us something about
yourself and your family…

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?

I am Ashok Janardhan Bhat. I am
an Electrical Engineer from
National Institute of Technology
(formerly known as Karnataka
Regional Engineering College),
Surathkal. After undergraduation,
I worked as a design engineer for
one year. Then, I continued my
studies and completed Masters of
Engineering
in
Electrical
Engineering from Indian Institute
of Science, Bangalore. In the year
2008, I completed MBA from Icfai
University, specializing in finance.

I think my greatest accomplishment
is yet to come.

After my post graduation in
Engineering, I joined Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS) as a
graduate trainee. I worked for
about six years and moved to
Pershing LLC, USA (a subsidiary
of Bank of New York Mellon
Corporation). After working in
Pershing for about five years, I
moved to iNautix Technologies
Private Limited (an affiliate of a
subsidiary of Bank of New York
Mellon Corporation). Now I am
working as Group Manager
(Technology) in the brokerage
domain at iNautix Technologies
Private Limited, Chennai.
My wife is a homemaker and I
have two children, a daughter and
a son. My children are studying in
primary school.
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What is success according
to you?
According to me, success is
meeting or exceeding the
requirements in all roles. At work,
I need to meet or exceed my
supervisor, peers and subordinates
expectation.
At home, be a good and
responsible child, sibling, spouse,
parent, etc.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
The success of mantra is doing
what you like, doing what is right
and doing justice to your role. I
have been fortunate to choose the
right career for myself which
helps me enjoy what I do. I have
also been fortunate to associate
myself with very supportive group
of individuals at work and home
which helps to be successful.
I am also a strong believer in
continuous learning.

How do you balance work
and family?
I have great support from people
both at work and home. I am able
to successfully delegate and get

Although, I have been working as
an IT person in the financial
industry for more than a decade,
I didn’t have any formal education
in Finance. MBA in Finance
certainly helped me connect many
dots and helped me enhance my
knowledge base.

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
Choose a career that you really
enjoy and align and adapt yourself
for every change. Hard work
always pays off.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
This happened about three years
back. My mother underwent
backbone surgery. We were going
on a follow up visit to the doctors.
As she was not able to walk, she
was brought to the portico of the
hospital by wheelchair. I went to
the parking lot and got my car to
the portico. Then, I got out of the
car to help her get inside. The car
did not start at all. Even though
people tried to help me, the car did
not budge. It was totally unexpected
as the car was only 2-years-old.
Then, we had to call a cab and
make my mother wait in the
immovable car for an hour. It was
a terrible experience to make a sick
person suffer.

Interview

Rohit Shivkumar Sanjay
MBA (2007)
Senior Manager
H.K. Educational Initiates Pvt. Ltd.
Ahmedabad
Tell us something about
yourself and your family…
I am fond of high-tech gizmos,
drums and cooking. I spend a
considerable amount of time
exploring and using gizmos/
gadgets, sometimes making hobby
circuits and plugging it across
different places at home. Like, I
don’t need to tell my wife to
switch off the lights if she forgets
to, my home brewed circuit does
that. On the family front, I’ve
been married for 7 years. My wife
Minal works for ISRO as a
scientist
in
the
Satellite
Integration Division.

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
Being able to design, develop and

manufacture electronic gadgets,
and customizing them as per the
needs of the customers, all single
handedly. Being able to dream of
having my own company and
realizing those dreams to a certain
extent. I consider this motive of
being able to achieve this dream
of having my own company, even
if it is 20% successful, a great
accomplishment to keep me
motivated.

What is success according
to you?
Success is all about the quest to
know more, keep learning and
above all being satisfied with
whatever is achieved. Success is
never a one time goal; it is never
the end of the road. On the

contrary it should be like this
additive bottle of liquor that
always tempts you to indulge in
whatever small opportunity you
see and keep going.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
The mantra for “success” is hard
work, dedication, positive attitude,
learning from mistakes, being able
to dream big and most importantly
the ability to overcome failure and
again fight back.

How do you balance work
and family?
Managing priorities in life
whether in the office or at home
help balance both. An open
communication, better planning
and proper time management help
in balancing work and family.
Both are important and constantly
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help in goal attaining. Being successful is not about
devoting all your hours to office and neglecting duties
at home. Playing various roles successfully at both
office and home is the actual meaning of “success”.

What are your hobbies and leisure
pursuits?
Exploring new electronic circuits, making home
brewed circuits like power saver circuits, indicators,
etc., reading electronics magazine, driving and
occasionally cooking. I also enjoy going to different
places and eating food specific to those places.

How has the MBA qualification helped you
in enhancing your career?
It changed my entire outlook towards how business
works. It also helped reveal how difficult looking
situations, projects and scenarios can be tackled with
a great plan. It helped understanding the statement
“Time spent is money spent”.

Glimpses of Events
Mumbai
A session on
yoga
techniques
was
organized in
Mumbai for
Stress
Management
by Ms. Ajita
Paradkar,
Yoga
Trainer.

What would be your advice to young career
aspirants?
Get into the profession based on your liking and not
on the basis of high-paying jobs. The intense desire
to work in the profession of your liking is like the oil
that is going to keep your engine running for the
next couple of years. Money should not be the only
criteria in selecting jobs. Communication skills are
as important as a graduate degree. It helps to be a
jack of all trades, but if you want to genuinely learn,
then it is important to have expertise in a specific
area/skill.

Share an unforgettable experience with us.
Generally, ever y young aspirant soon after his
college looks for going to the USA. I too was no
different. My desire to go to USA was not for money,
but to learn the art of delivering quality, whether
infrastructure, regulations and rules, food or
electronics. My dream was so intense that to my
surprise my second job gave me this experience,
thanks to the IT boom of 1999. I got my first chance
to land in the US and learn. That too, all “Company
Paid”. The experience of being alone, working with
the USA-IT team, cooking my own food in a posh
hotel with kitchen facilities, having my own car
to commute (thanks to the strong economy of the
US at that time and the ability of the US company
to pay for my expenses) was really an unforgettable
experience.
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Hyderabad
Movie Show –
Rock On. It
was
organized in
a small
exclusively
hired theatre
for the show.
The event
was attended
by alumni
along with
their spouses.
The alumni
had a fun
time bonding
with each
other over
movie and
food.

Prabhat Verma
MBA (2008)
General Manager
Sahara India Finance Ltd.
Mumbai

A positive minded man sees
opportunity in every calamity.
A negative minded man sees
calamity in every opportunity.
– Winston Churchill
He advised the participants for
investing in the following fields:
➤

Fixed income securities

➤

Equities

➤

Mutual funds

➤

Real estate

Emotional Intelligence
V Ramasubramanian
MBA (2008)
Management Consultant and
Corporate Change Agent
Chennai
V Ramasubramanian took a session on emotional intelligence
in Chennai. First, he discussed the qualities of an effective
leader and how they handle different situations.

Components of Emotional Intelligence:
➤

Self-awareness

➤

Self-regulation

➤

Motivation

➤

Empathy

➤

Social skill

Factors Affecting Emotions:
Food, drink plenty of water, exercise, breathing, mental
focus and recreation language environment behavior of
capability belief values.
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Seminars

Investment Avenues
in Times of Financial
Crisis

Prabaht Varma discussed
various avenues for investment
in times of financial crisis in
Mumbai. He first discussed the
global scenario and the financial
crisis since November 2008 and
then explained it with context to
the Indian scenario. He explained
how personal savings are
important and how to build a
portfolio. He spoke of diversified
portfolios which allow an
individual to reduce risks.

Seminars

Facing Examination
Successfully
Preparation Before Exams
➤

Revise the entire chapter from
the beginning.

➤

Do the question papers at the
back of the workbook and
revise them again.

➤

Download question papers from
Icfai student services and see
how they have answered the
questions.

➤

Revise the entire paper a few
times before the exam and go to
the exam with a positive mindset
and make a strategy of your
strong points.

Priyankush Ghosh
MBA (2008)
SAP Consultant
Cognizant Technologies Solution
Kolkata
Priyankush Ghosh took a session on
how to face examination for MBA
students in Durgapur.

of numericals as they will give you
more marks in the exam.
➤

After going through the
chapter, immediately do the
exercise in the workbook .

➤

Do the exercises in a notebook
properly.

➤

Do them again the next time.

➤

Do the numerical examples
pertaining to the chapter given
in the detailed exercises in the
workbook.

Reasons for M&As

➤

Growth, synergy, managerial
efficiency,
market
entr y,
diversification, tax shields and
strategic.

Do the numerical and check
with exercises.

➤

In case of numerical examples
given in the chapter, do them in
the notebook and do them again
for a second time. Have a good grip

Initially, you may face some
problems in doing numericals.
Don’t hesitate to look at the
answers to the exercises.

➤

Initial Preparation
➤

Keep a notebook while going
through the textbook.

➤

While studying, make a note of
sections of a chapter in the
notebook with proper bulleting
and numbering and proper subheadings.

➤
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After having a look, do it yourself
a few times to have a strong grip
of those types of problems.

Finally the Exam
➤

Refer Icfai workbooks and
question papers of previous two
exams. You will get common or
similar type of questions.
Attempt all questions.

➤

Even if you can’t write too
much on a theoretical question,
write by bulleting/numbering
the points and make your
answers more readable.

➤

Always make sure you have
answered questions in which
you are 100% confident and
know you will get full marks.

➤

Answer the known questions
instead of trying the unknown
ones.

Do the numericals first and devote
more time to them.

Imperative for Success

Managing Stress in
Times of Recessionary
Economy

Sharon Rose Vivekini

Sheetal Vaidya

MBA (2007)
Associate Analyst
Deloitte
Hyderabad

MBA (2007)
Trainer
The Game Plan
Pune

The speaker Ms. Sharon Rose Vivekini shared
with others the importance of goal setting
and how it can help one achieve their
dreams. She went on to explain what exactly
a goal is and how one needs to set goals for
themselves.
Each one of us has dreams in our eyes.
Everyone has certain personal ambitions that
evoke passion and zeal. Though it is quite
natural to have dreams and ambitions in life,
very few of us realize our dream-led
ambitions.

Sheetal Vaidya took a session on stress management
during recession period in Pune.
‘The Game Plan’ is one of its kind in the country,
offering solutions around corporate recreation and
training for managing and reducing stress levels at
work as well as value addition to an organization’s
manpower.
Our aim is to:
➤

Destress employees;

➤

Refueling energy of employees;

➤

To create a community feeling in the office;

➤

Create a fun place in the work environment; and

Why is that?

➤

Work towards employee welfare.

What is the difference between those who
are successful and those who are not?
According to those who did it, to be
successful one needs to decide as regards
what one truly wants in life, i.e., prioritize
objectives at hand and decide what exactly
one wishes to accomplish. In quick succession
follows the need to determine the cost of
achieving the set objective and preparation.

For the session at CIMBAG, we have the following
three modules to offer:
➤

Stress management during recession period

➤

Customer centricity

➤

Effective feedback.

Effective leaders communicate clearly and inspire
others to want to take action. The session aims at
empowering the participants to deliver/receive
feedback in an effective way.
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Seminars

Global Settings

Seminars

Career
Management
A
Psychoanalysis

Professionals, who have got
jobs but always at risk
What problems are they facing?
Living life with anxiety and fear
of job loss, developing psychosomatic illnesses, no time for
family
leading
to
severe
consequences, unwillingly adopting
unfair means to stick to the job.
What can they do?

Anindita Saha
MBA (2008)
Lecturer
Techno India
Kolkata
Anindita Saha took a session on
career management for CIMBAG
alumni at Kolkata.
Psychoanalysis is the study of
human psychological functioning
and behavior under various
circumstances. There are four
major categories which have been
elaborated.

pressure from the family,
educational loans taken at higher
interest rates, unwillingly joining
their family business, joining
smaller companies at a much
lesser pay, etc.
What can they do?
Go for higher studies, try for a job
or take up some business.

UG/GR/PG, who have been
offered a job but are not
getting their offer letters
What problems are they facing?

Undergraduates
(UG),
Graduates (GR) and Post
graduates (PG), who have not
got a job due to the turbulent
market situation

Offer letters, but no appointment
letter, tentative joining dates each
time leading to stress, dilemma of
job and higher studies.

What problems are they facing?

Join at a lower salary/designation,
offer to join company call centre
instead of mainstream.

Huge investment of money as well
as time, stress and anxiety,
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What can they do?

Always have an alternative source
of income. If you get a good offer,
take it, plan and save money, try
to minimize extra expenditure,
keep your eyes and ears open for
trouble in the company.

Employees who have been
laid-off
What problems are they facing?
Unable to pay financial liabilities,
lack of proper secure job, unable
to pay off their premiums of
insurance or pay credit card bills,
personal affairs like marriage gets
delayed.
What can they do?
Spend on basic necessities, think
of online jobs, be open to work
anywhere and approach anyone,
knowledge up gradation. Destiny
doesn’t take much time to
change.

Seminars

Corporate Governance
Vijendra Surana, is the President of CIMBAG
Kolkata chapter. He took a session for the alumni
on corporate governance.
Over the last few years, corporate governance
practice has been laid out particularly in the case
of listed companies. The level of disclosure is to
assess how much caution is applied. The most
important constituent of corporate governance is
the Board of Directors. This is why listing
agreement defines composition of Board of
Directors based on executive and non-executive
Chairman of the Board.
However, in the Indian context, corporate
governance is currently a reporting format being
complied with by a large number of listed
companies. The real independence of independent
director is still missing. Dependence is defined in
terms of a relationship. Most independent directors
are friends of executive directors. Furthermore,
as there is no compensation to them, a large
number do not take this role seriously.
Independent directors are aware that their liability
is restricted. The concept is coming up, but we
still have miles to go before we achieve corporate
governance.

Vijendra Surana
MBA (2007)
Chief Financial Officer
R S Software Ltd.
Kolkata
Satyam is an example which makes mockery of corporate
governance practices in India.

Insight into Stock Market

Priyankush Ghosh
MBA (2008)
Consultant
Cognizant Technologies Solutions
Kolkata
Priyankush Ghosh took a session on insight into
stock market and discussed elaborately the present
scenario of the stock market for the CIMBAG alumni
of Kolkata chapter. The speaker covered the
following topics:
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Price-earnings ratio and earnings per share of
Sensex companies.
Technical reasons for volatility in the market.
Types of trades in stock market, stop losses and
targets.
Beta of stocks and portfolio.
Steps to be taken to build a good portfolio.
Tips to succeed in investing in stock markets.
Impact of G-20 Summit on Stock market.
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Glimpses of Seminars

Chennai

V Ramasubramanian
MBA (2008)
Management Consultant and
Corporate Change Agent
Chennai

Ramasubramanian discussed the aspects on
psychology of wealth creation. He further
explained the components necessary for
creating real wealth:
➤

Mindset

➤

Knowledge

➤

Planning

➤

Action.

Missing one or more of the four wealth
components would impact the ability to
generate wealth.

Kolkata

Abhijit Bhattacharya
Chief Manager Training and Development
Icfai University
Abhijit Bhattacharya took a
session on Leadership Skills in
Kolkata. CIMBAG members
attended the program in good
numbers.
He discussed several aspects of
leadership including basics like
difference between managing
leading and the concept of
leadership.
He also elaborated on different
theories of leadership, leadership
performance, contexts of leadership,
action-oriented team leadership
skills, titles emphasizing authority
and the criticism of the concept of
leadership.
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This is the latest
offering of Thomas
Friedman, a three-time
Pulitzer Award winner.
It is eminently readable,
thought provoking,
almost
prophetic,
like its celebrated
predecessors, Lexus and
the Olive Tree and The
World is Flat.

The White Tiger that
won the Man Booker
Prize in 2008 for Aravind
Adiga is an Indian tale
for
the
Western
audience. It unfolds in
a letter written by the
hero, or the anti-hero, to
the Chinese Prime
Minister on the eve of
his visit to India,
on
his
view
of
contemporary India.

In Hot Flat and
Crowded, Friedman
gives a clarion call for all
The
story
is
The White Tiger
countries to fight with
delightfully simple. The
– Aravind Adiga
Hot, Flat and
single-minded dedication
protagonist, Balaram
the twin dangers of the
Crowded
Halwai, was born in a
looming energy crisis
village. His family for generations have been vassals of
Why We Need a Green
and the destabilizing
feudal, greedy and lecherous landlords. Ashok, one of the
Revolution – And How It Can
climate change brought
scions of a landlord, returns from the USA with his
Renew America
about
by
global
American wife. He moves to Delhi to handle the political
warming. Though the
– Thomas L. Friedman,
end of his families interests. Balram accompanies Ashok
book largely addresses
September 2008
as his driver and all-in-one domestic help. Being unable
American concerns, its
to adjust to the unfamiliar Indian setting, Ashok’s wife
global reach is palpable.
leaves him. His old flame Uma re enters his life. Balaram,
With people in all the five continents adopting American
the faithful family retainer, learns that Ashok, at the behest
lifestyle, there are now about two or three billion
of his girl friend, wants to dispense with his services and
Americans all over the world. Their energy consumption
engage a Delhi-born driver. He murders the
is rapidly rivaling that of their American
unsuspecting boss, robs him of his cash and flees
counterparts. The spreading popularity of
to Bengaluru. He manages to evade the police and
refrigerators, air-conditioners and the ubiquitous
car are enlarging the world’s carbon footprint.
Bookmark becomes what he considers an entrepreneur.
This narrative cosily rests on the
In the wake of the cutthroat competition for
contemporary amoral Indian socio-economic and
the rapidly depleting carbon energy reserves, he
political milieu. Balram’s view of India, from his
advocates (for the USA) “Geo-Greenism”, an
150 sq ft hovel in Bangalore (now Bengaluru), presents
ambitious and aggressive national strategic initiative to
India to the Western/westernized audience on a simplistic
save the world from global warming. He propounds an
canvas. The Indian reader will find it clichéd. Its stark
Energy Technology Revolution, which can bring about
black and white portrayal is bereft of the varying shades
a paradigm shift in energy consumption and production.
of grey. The hero is a success story: A villager, from one
It will usher in a Clean Energy System and send clean
of the lowest socio-economic strata, who, by dint of sheer
electrons into homes. For instance, in the brave new
Green World, all power-consuming devices will be able
hard work under humiliating circumstances and native
to communicate through Energy Internet with the power
emotional intelligence, changes into a vile murderer and
company, which would be enabled to power these chiefly
robber, while moving on to become a successful
during off-peak periods to save energy and costs.
entrepreneur. The injustices he suffered from his
childhood provide him the rationale for his criminality.
The book fervently advocates that America should
He waxes eloquent on the virtues of entrepreneurship,
lead the Energy Technology Revolution, a new Green
based on murder and robbery. The persistent metaphor
Revolution and craft a Green New Deal under a First
sits inorganically on the narrative.
Green President. It will of course bring with it largescale disruption in the lifestyle of individuals all over
None of this however detracts from the eminently
the world. The alternative is frightening to contemplate:
readable quality of the narrative, replete with humor,
Destruction of civilization as we know it today.
parody and bathos. Happy reading!
Avoid the unmanageable, manage the unavoidable,
is quoted by the author in this book.

Reviewed by: Prof. B V V Rajeswara Rao
Faculty Member - Icfai University
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The celebration of “The
World Heritage Day” at
Dhurjati Dham on April
19, 2009 was observed by
the alumni and their
family members of the
Kolkata chapter. Those
present expressed their
happiness for being part
of such an initiative.

CIMBAG

Family
Outing

e
on Th
World e
ag
Herit
Day ta
Kolka

“Dhurjati Dham”, an
old palace, has been
declared as a heritage
building by The State
Gover nment of West
Bengal and is a tourist
spot. The palace still
possesses
some
unparallel
antic
collections. It’s a huge
building
built
in
archaic Victorian style
with a pond, fruit
garden and a temple
inside its premises.
The participants were
introduced to Mr. Shailen
Mullick, the head of the
Heritage Trustee Board
and
enjoyed
the
uniqueness of all the
antique relics, like the
hanging staircase, ladies
with the lamp, a pair of
monolithic rosewood
stand, a lifesize bear with
cat’s eye, stuffed hunted
reindeers, banquets, rest
room of Lord Narayan
Kissen Sen, golden
Victorian chandeliers,
original Chinese vases
and many more.
All enjoyed their time
by moving around the
big fruit garden, banks
of the pond and the
temple premises laced
with all its scenic
beauty.
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The newsletter in entirety provides
a very vibrant picture of
the CIMBAG community by
representing
the
activities
undertaken at various locations
and areas. The presentation of the
articles is also appealing.

in which we can put the alumni news
like promotions, someone’s marriage,
some awards, etc.
We can post the upcoming events,
publish some puzzles/quizzes and
can get the answers from
members by email and win some
prizes for the same. Some useful
information about Icfai University
offered programs/courses can also
help people in their carrier
development.

Position

Company Name

Location

Process Associate

Genpact

Kolkata

Manager – Advertisement

The Printers (Mysore) Private Ltd.

Bengaluru

Associate Vice President – Accounting

Crossdomain Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Bengaluru

Manager – Accounts

Jaypee Group Associates Ltd.

Kolkata

Saurabh Jain
MBA (2007), Hyderabad

Head – Central Purchase

Birla Corporation Ltd.

Kolkata

Chief Executive Officer

PNB Investment Services Ltd.

New Delhi

Events featured are good, upcoming
dates of the proposed events can be
published for reference.

General Manager, Manager –
Administration

Coastal Energen Pvt.

Chennai

Besides, the present focus of
newsletter looks absolutely right.
Santanu Das
MBA (2007), Kolkata

Amit Goyal
MBA (2008), New Delhi

Head Marketing, Faculty,
Center Manager

BIFM

New Delhi

Senior Manager – Pricing

Lead Analyst – Pricing

Gurgaon

Receiving CIMBAG newsletter was
a good experience. By the CIMBAG
newsletter we get to know the views
of different alumni and we get to
know the activities that are
organised by various chapters. Also,
it helps CIMAG members know
each other.

Presentation of the magazine is
good, but should add articles based
on current affairs and career
guidance (full time/part time).

Abhishek Industries Limited

Ludhiana

Electronia

Saudi Arabia

Executive, Assistant
Vice–President/Manager/
Dy Manager

Axis Bank Limited

Chennai

AGM–Business Development

Property Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd.

Mumbai

I would like to appreciate Icfai
University for taking such an
initiative which was long
pending. Upon going through it,
I read the profile of our beloved
President of MBA Alumni, Mr.
Ram Subramanium’s which was
very well written. I also read the
profiles of other members of the
CIMBAG fraternity which gave
me insight about different people
doing different courses from Icfai
University to satisfy their
professional and personal needs.

Assistant Manager

Samarth Projects Pvt Ltd.

Lucknow

Senior Executive

H & R Johnson (India) Limited

Raipur

Sales Managers/Channel Managers

Wings Infonet Ltd.

Hyderabad

Manager – Business Development

A Client of RDI India Pvt Ltd.

Delhi

Financial Analyst

Spice Jet Limited

Delhi

Manager Marketing,
Asst. Manager Marketing

Vrinda Nanotechnologies (P) Ltd.

Gurgaon

Business Analyst

American Home Mortgage
Servicing India (P) Ltd.

Pune

Equity Research Analyst

Sharekhan Ltd

Mumbai

Aparna Dutta
MBA (2008), Ahmedabad

All thumbs up to Icfai University
alumni relations team for this
wonderful initiative.

Marketing/Sales – Excecutive

BMK Foods Pvt Ltd.

Noida

LG Electronics India Pvt Ltd.

Pune

I have a few suggestions for the
CIMBAG Times. We can have a section

Piyush Makkar
MBA (2006), Chennai

Area Manager Sales
(Commercial Air conditioner)
General Manager

The Kopargoan People
Co-operative Bank Ltd.

Ahmednagar

It would be great if the
newsletter provides articles on
various relevant issues that
the present fresh MBAs are
facing like “Dealing with a job
market impacted by recession”
and “Career planning tips for
the not s o g o o d e c o n o m i c
condition like this”.

Simit B Damani
MBA (2008), Ahmedabad
I received the CIMBAG newsletter
which you have circulated
recently. I liked it very much. This
initiative from your end is worth
appreciating. I wish loads of
success to the editorial team and
the alumni in the coming days.
Amit Sinha
MBA (2008), Mumbai
The newsletter is absolutely fine,
in terms of content and
presentation. We get to know the
profiles and experiences of the
alumni and it is encouraging to
know that we have such top
ranking
people
as
our
batchmates. Other sections are
also worth mentioning. As a pilot
issue, it is up to the mark.
However, in future, I hope to see
more topics and discussion

forums added to the newsletter
as an integral part of it.
Anindita Saha
MBA (2008), Kolkata
This is a good initiative taken by
the alumni relations team which
helps to keep their CIMBAG
members in touch. And with the
same, CIMBAG members can
know what activities are carried
out in other chapters.
Especially, this newsletter will be
helpful to the freshers with the
interview column. The pages of
the magazine should be increased
and try to conduct more interviews
of alumni which should motivate
freshers.
Informative
and
management-related
articles
should also be included in the
CIMBAG Magazine.

Ms. Shobha Mayank Malani
MBA (2008), New Delhi
It is a good idea to share
experience. Increase the coverage
with more alumni interviews.
Aditya Bansal
MBA (2008), New Delhi

Supply Chain Management,
Information Technology,
HR and Industrial Relations,
Marketing and Sales,
Forex and Finance
Sales Engineer,
Account Manager, Sales

For more details on jobs please log on to the website www.cimbag.org

